
To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fibers

Collection: A versatile collection of dining, lounging and poolside elements, RILLY by GamFratesi takes a fresh approach 
to DEDON’s outdoor heritage. In place of traditional weaving technique, it features parallel vertical strands of maritime
rope or new DEDON Fiber ‘Touch’. The result is a “transparent” collection of friendly forms with distinctive faceting and a 
contemporary, graphic quality.

Characteristics: Contemporary. Graphic. Inviting. Intimate. Expansive.
Cocoon chair: The cocoon chair is a signature piece that stands on its own or as part of an ensemble. It features a 
beautifully woven canopy and is available in an especially wide range of colors. Combine with the footstool.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in black pepper.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.  
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Choose between DEDON Fiber and weatherproof rope. Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for 
RILLY. Cocoon chair and footstool are available in two additional DEDON Fiber colors: rosewood touch and saffron touch. 
Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for RILLY.

RILLY
Cocoon chair

Design by GramFratesi | Item code: 103008 | Weight 17,5 kg/39 lbs | Volume 1,37 m³/48 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): cushion set: 2,57 m/2.81 yd (plain fabric only)
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157
taupe touch

Additional items

Cover

Features

Dry+ cushion159
rosewood touch

158
teal touch

160
saffron touch

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Dry+ cushion set: 95103205 + fabric code

CushionsRopes

155
taupe melange

156
teal melange

Dry+ cushion set including back cushion  
with headrest:  95103208 + fabric code

Cushion holder
for cushion with headrest only

56103008000
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